
It. Movel's conjectures for non-uniruled surfaces

conjecture 1:(Movel) & simplicial sheaf, then

ST.ACX) is All-invarrant.

conjecture 2: *smooth scheme over 4, the natural

epimorphism
f(X) <5.A(X) is an iso.

Goal:conjectures 1 and I hold for non-uniruled
surfaces over n. -



Zemma*: Let I sheet over Sma, then SIF):SF)
- hold

*

(dime 20)
E) F u smooth Henselian local, ift, tze F(U)

Idea:
are ghost -homotopy, then they are Al-chain

homotopic.

A reduction to 1-dimensional schemes.

Def:A scheme over K, f:Y X is a IPfiloration

it tis smooth, proper and *xEX, f(x) is a

rational curve.

Lemma: E, B varieties over a

it:E B smooth, projective over a

FoeB, iTCl) =Eb isomorphic to IP!

Then it is an etale locally trivial fiber bundle.



Proposition & reduced, separated, proper and 1-dim
over K. Then

&

SCX) = S(X).
A

Im X proper, mowindsurface overO
K then S(x) =SX)

a



Def:A re-variety ofdimension n is ruled (resp. riled

if I a l-scheme Y of dimension n-1 and

a rational map:
4:YxI" ---X

which is birrational (resp dominant).

non-uniruled - not univaled.

Es XY x-scheme ofdimn-1 and

4:YP ---> A rational then y
cannot be dominant.



proposition (Kollar, Rational curves on all varieties
IV. 1.3 (

X variety over , then t.f.a.e:

(1) X is univeled over k

(2) I zvariety over + dominant PZ ---X

and z- Z sit the induced map IPE == -> X
is non constant

(3) I r-varieties 2 and I over+ a k-morphism



9:U -Z with fibers rational curves and

p: U ---> X
dominant so for some zet

the induced map g(z) --->X is non const.



Prop: X reduced scheme of dim 1 over kseparated
proper

Then S(x) =S(X).

Proof. Suppose thatX is smooth over K. Let u

smooth Heusdian local over a (**Six(u) =six) (ul)
We have that the fibers of Xare 1-dim smooth

varieties over K (X proper) so we can

write



X=U Ci Ci irreducile
smooth

if I
projective
curves

I is finite.

If Ci is not rational over is (i aly closure of

a) in particular ci is not loirational to

Ithen the genus Ci is?1

(By remark on the classification of smooth curves
over a field - Lemmy 2.1.11-> Asok -Movel(



And Ci is Al-rigid

is All-rigid: FUESmk
Xis- x(H) -> X (H xAK)

-
-

UxAl -> U.
induced. I

Thus,

Ci -S(i) socalci
Asok - Movel All rigidity
2.2.5

Am29



Cich) - Eu, CiJAI
Ci Joi) I

As a consequence:
S(Ci) = Ci

so that

s(i)(u)
=S((i) (a)



⑧ If Cis rational over is then ci is

isomorphic to a smooth plane conic.

Let f:u- Ci

f
U If
-- ~

cixxe -> Ci

↓ ↓
11 x -Spec(k)



so that of factors as:

Tl
U -> Cixal -Ci

7

I

If cixal -> U has no sections then

S((i)(u) =0

S((i)(u) =0



Otherwise, then (itnl->U smooth, proper

Sothe fiber over any point ucl is=I.

Then loy previous lemma, (ixyll -> U is an

etale - locally trivial P'-bundle and 2 Meuselian

local then itis a trivial IPFiber bundle

Then
S((i)(u) =A

21

S((i) (N) =A.



If X is notsmooth:is smooth irred over ,

and let h: UTA- X any Al-hipy of

es in X("Al-ghosthomotopy) then a factors

bythe normalization:

UX Al x dom(X) =1

= * this
X regular



so thatif the image ofhis dense in x

-> use the smooth case.

If notthe image is a single point.
A

Theorem: A proper, non-uniruled surface over a
-

then S(x) =S(X).

proper
Proof (Idea ofthe proof):X is non-uniruled-

then by the equivalence we studied:



*I variety over K and F PXE ---> X

then

1) PXZ ---3Xis not dominant

Ov

(2) FzEZ = - ---X is constant.

Goal:For any U smooth Heuselian local scheme:
-

S(xCH) W, S(X) (UxAl



If dim (U) =0 this follows from "Asok-Move
11

theorem.

suppose that dim (U)?1. Take

H: =(N- Ai, W-van", h,nw)

here hi v -> X.

an A-ghost hopy ofus in x connecting
te,t2:2 -- X. This All-ghosthitpy determines



an Al-htpy 5:Ain + S(X), the idea

is to show that: (exAl +d)
either lifts to an halpy of4 in X

08

the given All-ghosthtpy factors

through some edim, reducedI closed subscheme of X.



write v =Vieach Vi is irreducible.

Hvr:=hi

w =

i==(er)
Wis and
e

is irreducible

(4 we") -> ViXAinUs
de Ki,] Nis cover



W. -> ViTain Us -ViX

The restrictions of his to we are either

constant Al-chain homotopies of
-

some

they factor through 1-dim reduced, closed

subscheme ofX (X is non-uniroled!).

I



1 and I hold for othercorollary Con] univuled-

surfaces over a field.

Remark: They do not hold for defaces
-

I Al-connected components of ruled surfaces].



so is not lirational invariant:

xe SmkSit X is All-rigid.

02

Xis simplitially fibrant, by 3.14 -MV

Hi- local E) is Alterso that

ifX is Al-urgid: Fut Sma

x (2) Is Homacr (4,X)



so that
*- 5.*(X) is un

isomorphism of Nisn sheaves.

Example: Xabelian variety ofdim? 2
-

By AM 2.1.10, X is All-rigid

so that STo*(X) IX.

NextBlow up apoint on X to get



Y ->X which induces
birational
proper

Al51.*'(Y) -> So(X)

If 5o* is birationalthen"must be an
isomorphism. 5.*(X) =X

However, Y -x.A5 epomorphism



this the Blow-up morphism,
Y -X is an epimorphism

dirr+ proper. ↓

->Y +X must be an isomorphism
--

conclusion All
- so is not pirational inV.



Example ofone Xs.t
-

Sinisnot
all-local.

A smooth projective variety over $ s.t

(i) S(X) = SX)

(ii) S(X) -> GoAX is not A MONO
-

(iii) Sing,(X) isnotAll-local

Sep.1:co: (1)



C Anant thesis-

↳ ruled case

-


